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SMART IDEAS TO BOOST YOUR
CORPOR ATE IQ
Founded in 2011, Ubermetrics refines and filters public information from online and offline
sources to help companies optimize business decisions and performance. We’ve spent the
past years developing technology to harness the power of massive amounts of public data and
information so our users can quickly react to the needs of their customers, new opportunities,
and fast-changing market dynamics.
Our scalable technology platform handles multiple languages and processes data from more
than 400 million sources in real-time. That’s why companies like BMW, Deloitte, DHL, Microsoft,
Randstad, Danone, Roland Berger, Vodafone, Burson-Marsteller and Scholz & Friends rely on
Ubermetrics to inform their most critical decisions for use cases in the areas of Marketing, PR,
Sales, Strategy, and Supply Chain Management.
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START LISTENING
Massive amounts of valuable public information – documents, tweets, blogs, news – is
produced every minute. The challenge for most companies is systematically evaluating it
to gain valuable insights about customers, products, competition, and suppliers. The flood
of input from multiple, unstructured public information streams is overwhelming. How can
you change the challenge of information overload into an opportunity? Ubermetrics has the
answer.

FIND CONVERSATIONS THAT MATTER
Ubermetrics Delta analyzes 40.000 documents every minute from more than 400 million
online and offline sources in real time to extract the most relevant relevant information for
your business.

TURN DATA INTO ACTION
Ubermetrics enables companies to monitor communication about brands, products and
markets. We help businesses optimize decision-making in today’s frenetic environment
by identifying the real-time information they need to know.

DISCOVER BUSINESS VALUE
Ubermetrics Delta is more than just a product. We address all Big Data challenges in one solution
according to strict data protection policies. Let Delta do the heavy lifting so you can focus on the
value of the data.

_Locate the communication that matters to you
Ubermetrics Delta uses proprietary algorithms to analyze virality based on the number of links,
retweets, and comments. It visualizes content spread across media segments so that you can
quickly spot content that matters. Our unique measurement techniques help customers gauge
the importance and influence of content, enabling them to optimize marketing and PR activities
and spot critical communication for supply chain management and lead generation.
_Many sources, one view
Access data from a variety of sources from a single view, complete with an easy-to-use visual
experience. Integrate external and internal data to enrich your analytics processes and provide a
more comprehensive perspective.
_One Big Data solution for your business challenges
Although many companies have experience in using internal data for business intelligence
and operational guidances, very few are able to harness the power of public information
streams. Inconsistent formats and types and massive volumes present an enormous challenge.
Building the capabilities to collect and analyze massive and continuous streams of information
arriving from a variety of sources in disparate formats is no easy feat. Ubermetrics is your Big
Data-as-a-Service provider that addresses all information challenges from open sources in one
solution according to strict data protection policies.
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UPGR ADE YOUR CORPOR ATE INTELLIGENCE
Public data is becoming an increasingly valuable tool for businesses in a variety of sectors. From
consumer packaged goods companies who track quality issues to manufacturing giants who
monitor weather and transportation events, the right public data can help companies optimize
their decisions and improve performance. Ubermetrics DELTA helps companies to identify relevant
communication for their business needs to improve performance and decision making.

360° MEDIA MONITORING
Ubermetrics Delta integrates information
analysis across sources and media channels
to identify the most relevant channels for your
communication activities. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
_Define relevant communication channels
_Enjoy instant access to all data
_Assign results to communication channels

UNIQUE VIRALITY ANALYSIS
Delta visualizes how content has spread
across media segments to quickly track
content virality and identify key influencers
who can turbocharge a conversations.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
_Identify key influencers
_Verify press work
_Find the most relevant mentions quickly

PERSONALIZED REPORTS
Create and share reports with customized
reporting templates and real-time content.Use
the drag & drop function to easily adapt the
content of your daily, weekly or monthly reports.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
_Wide range of analysis-widgets
_Clean design and informative PDFs
_Save time and optimize decisions

COMPARISONS/BENCHMARKING
Compare topics or track competitive activity
and continuously benchmark against
industry peers. Analyze the buzz and reach
of topics to improve your next campaigns.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
_Freely combinable dynamic comparisons
_Tag-based comparison reduction
_Trend-Analysis and change identification

SMART ALERTING
Stay alert, all the time, everywhere! Identify
critical sentiment changes in real time to track and
participate in key conversations to optimize your
impact. xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx xxxxxx
_Real-time email or text message
notifications
_Define rules and limits that trigger alerts
_Unlimited number of alerts and
recipients

AUTOMATIC SENTIMENT ANALYSIS
An in-house developed algorithm automatically
evaluates whether text contents contain positive,
negative, or neutral tonality. With your feedback,
the machine learning algorithm improves
continuously.
_Automatic identification of critical
articles
_Analysis of the acceptance level of topics
_Manual reevaluation of articles is
possible

uberView
Individually configurable dashboard including a
drag & drop function to insert and delete a wide
range of analysis widgets.
_Review important insights at a glance
_Map your workflows
_Measure and compare success

AUTHOR IDENTIFICATION
Identify key influencers in your topic area and
influence paths across media channels.
_Identify influencers
_Valuable contacts with the press
_Qualify multipliers

INTERFACE
Our user interface is easy to use and high in performancexxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxx
_Define own color schemes
_Relevant insights at a glance
_Optional white labeling

USER ADMINISTRATION
Manage access rights of single team members
with just a few clicks.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
_Collaborative working
_Independent administration
_Measure success as a team

FACEBOOK ANALYSIS
Compare your fanpage with those of your
competitors and gain a valuable information
advantage.xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxx
_Comfortable fanpage tracking
_Analysis of external fanpages
_Benchmarking

TECHNOLOGY
Ubermetrics has developed state-of-the-art technology to provide companies with the critical
information they need to optimize their business decisions. Here’s a closer look at how we do it.

Data collection
Ubermetrics Delta uses a proprietary, context-specific search technology to analyze large volumes
of data from online and offline media sources, such as news, blogs and social networks. This data
is accessed across dozens of languages in real time. Ubermetrics software uses sophisticated
proprietary algorithms to ensure that no critical information is missed. The initial result is a
homogeneous data stream that aggregates huge amounts of data, regardless of business
relevance.
Data processing
Next, our content-extraction processes analyze the data and eliminate irrelevant content such as
advertising and sitemaps. Our high-performance stream processing engine uses pattern matching
and machine learning techniques to extract authors, identify duplicates and languages, define
sentiment, analyze links, and categorize data into media segments. Once the data is sorted,
Delta applies Ubermetrics’s proprietary search technology to match results with a customer’s
customized search agents. The software only saves user-relevant information. Finally, Delta
visualizes the relevant data and presents it to users in a clean design, while providing analytics
tools to identify and sort by key characteristics, such as, the media segment, sentiment, author,
and time.

CORPOR ATE INTELLIGENCE SOLUTIONS
_Supply Chain Management
Delta helps large manufacturer to control complex and carefully coordinated supply chain
processes. In many cases manufacturer’s success depends on second, third, and fourth
tier suppliers with whom they have little contact and no direct business relationship.
Delta helps minimize supply chain disruptions by assessing logistics and compliance risks
in real time and identifying alternative suppliers to increase supply chain resilience.

_Marketing & PR
What‘s the best way to position your company in the media? Which conversations require
response and which can be ignored? Delta helps companies sharpen their focus and
optimize response. Our customers use Delta to identify opinion leaders, and monitor
conversations about brands, products, and competitors in real-time.

_Sales
Identifying qualified leads is the essence of growing a business. Online communication
platforms offer countless opportunities to monitor conversations that generate new
customers and ideas. But where should you focus? Delta helps analyze key conversations
and prioritize communications so that you can build effective relationships with
prospects.

_Strategy
Delta uncovers the nuggets and provides the context you need to prioritize your business
response and optimize decisions in fast-moving markets. Track competitive activity and
continuously benchmark yourself against industry peers.

UBERMETRICS DELTA COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES
_Best results from online and offline sources
We process about 40.000 relevant mentions per minute from more than 400 million
online and offlince sources in real time to ensure you have the critical information
you need to optimize your business decisions.
_Powerful Virality Analysis
Identifies and prioritizes key influencers and visualizes information flow and influence
paths.
_Fastest data processing
Processes 10x more data than competitors and delivers real-time results regardless
of terms and volume.
_Highest data security
Adheres to strict EU privacy regulations. Applies the staggered staging system. The
“defense in depth” provides multiple security layers.
_Immediate availability
uberMetrics is a SaaS provider. Our software is ready for use immediately.
_Customer support
Our friendly customer support team is always around to listen to our customers’
needs and can adapt the the software to individual needs
_Clean design and easy usability
An easy-to-use inteface as well as step-by-step tutorials make Delta an equally
accessible tool for every user.
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